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Structural health monitoring (SHM) is important for reducing the maintenance and operation cost of safety-critical components
and systems in offshore wind turbines. This paper proposes an in situ wireless SHM system based on an acoustic emission (AE)
technique. By using this technique a number of challenges are introduced due to high sampling rate requirements, limitations in
the communication bandwidth, memory space, and power resources. To overcome these challenges, this paper focused on two
elements: (1) the use of an in situ wireless SHM technique in conjunction with the utilization of low sampling rates; (2) localization
of acoustic sources which could emulate impact damage or audible cracks caused by different objects, such as tools, bird strikes,
or strong hail, all of which represent abrupt AE events and could affect the structural health of a monitored wind turbine blade.
The localization process is performed using features extracted from aliased AE signals based on a developed constraint localization
model. To validate the performance of these elements, the proposed system was tested by testing the localization of the emulated
AE sources acquired in the field.

1. Introduction
Offshore wind turbines are often situated in remote areas
which are difficult to reach. Faults can cause significant
downtime and are often costly to address. In order to
meet these challenges turbines are being combined with
structural health monitoring (SHM) systems for continuous
online health monitoring. This form of monitoring helps
in detecting abnormal changes in structural health so that
prompt maintenance can be carried out. It also enables
engineering inspectors to easily monitor turbines from offsite locations without any safety risks [1, 2]. Incorporating
SHM techniques in many applications ranging from civil
to engineering applications such as bridges [3, 4] and wind
turbines provides significant advantages. These include minimizing operation and maintenance costs as well as the
ability to collect information and data for future design and
optimisation of blades. However, for wind turbine blades,
using these techniques has some associated challenges due

to the remote location of the turbines and the accessibility to
them during extreme weather conditions. In situ monitoring
approaches for wind turbines play a key role in addressing
those challenges as they can help in detecting faults while the
turbines are in operation, allowing appropriate action to be
taken in time to avoid further damage or failure.
Recently, there have been some attempts to extend laboratory methods as in situ monitoring systems while the blades
are static and in service [5–10]. These in situ techniques show
potential for wind turbine blade inspection. Nevertheless,
such techniques may be costly, time-consuming, relying on
regular inspection intervals, and needing to be supervised by
an operator which makes them impractical for offshore wind
turbines. In contrast, wireless passive inspection techniques
could be a more appropriate solution for providing an in situ
monitoring. The main reasons for this are that a large number
of wind farms are being placed in remote areas, and the size of
the turbines has become physically larger. These factors make
their transportation and reaching them for inspection very
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difficult. Thus, the selection of suitable passive techniques and
the integration of several different technologies are important
to develop a robust continuous online SHM system [11].
This has motivated the proposal of an in situ SHM
system for wind turbine blades based on the integration of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and acoustic emission (AE)
technology. AE is a passive technique that can be applied
to locate and assess complex composite structures [12]. For
wind turbine blade, the AE allows the investigation of defects
in their structure under wind load while the wind turbine
is in service. In addition, most types of blade failure cause
detectable AE waves, including crack initiation and growth
and crack opening as well as closure [13].
WSNs also provide an ideal means for sending AE sensing
data to a remote control unit. The integration of these
two technologies in this application, however, faces several
challenges. The large size of the wind turbine blades requires
the deployment of a considerable number of AE sensors
to achieve full blade coverage. It is also necessary that the
proposed system should be able to sense the condition of
the blades’ structure all of the time. Such conditions lead to
the generation of enormous amounts of sensing data which
would overload the resources of WSNs in terms of data
transmission and memory space.
Thus, the monitoring system proposed in this paper is
employed in conjunction with the novel concept of utilizing
low sampling rates in acquiring acoustic signals, discussed in
[14], so that a significant reduction of data can be achieved
during the monitoring process of wind turbine blades. In [15],
the novelty of using such system in monitoring environmental conditions using different AE features extracted from the
aliased versions on-board has been validated. This paper aims
to use AE features such as arrival time and peak amplitude
also extracted from the aliased versions on-board for locating
AE sources. To the authors’ knowledge, no in situ wireless
SHM system for wind turbine blades has yet been developed
with use of low sampling rates below the Nyquist criterion to
locate AE sources. The proposed system is validated using the
in situ wireless system deployed on wind turbine blades. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) Through the implementation of an in situ SHM system on a 300 W wind turbine installed at Newcastle
University, the concept of utilizing low sampling rates
in the acquisition operation of AE signals has been
evaluated in a real world scenario.
(ii) The use of features extracted from aliased AE signals
to localize emulated AE sources in conjunction with a
localization model developed for the complex structure of wind turbine based on a constraint geometrical
point localization technique. To validate the performance, the proposed system has been tested and
precise source localization results have been achieved.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, source localization methods using low sampled data are discussed for
locating artificial AE sources on wind turbine blades. The in
situ wireless SHM system for monitoring wind turbine blades
is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the strategies

of acquiring AE events and AE feature extraction when
performing field studies. In Section 5, the results of AE source
localization at low sampling rates are presented. Finally,
conclusion is laid out in Section 6.

2. Source Localization on Wind
Turbine Blades
Acoustic source localization using WSNs has a number of
possible applications, including intruder detection, sniper
localization [16]. Wang et al. [17] and Saric et al. [18]
present an overview of such wireless localization systems
with detailed analyses and characterisations of typical source
localization algorithms in WSNs. In [19], a PZT-based wireless system for composite impact monitoring is proposed
to give a localized search area for further inspection. The
wireless AE source localization technique, proposed in the
course of this paper, is intended to be used for SHM of wind
turbine blades. It differs from work in the aforementioned
studies in the sense that it utilises aliased versions of AE
signals instead of the original signals in the localization
process. Therefore, the results presented in [17–19] would not
be appropriate for a fair comparison.
In contrast to the work presented in [20], the calculations
of localization features such as arrival time and peak amplitude are locally extracted by the individual acoustic wireless
units. These features are then transferred to the control unit
where they are assembled and fused to estimate the location
of AE events.
A line-of-sight localization is conducted in order to
measure the velocity with which AE signals propagate in
the wind turbine blades. In addition, it is used to verify the
possibility of locating AE events based on their arrival times
extracted by the individual wireless units from the aliased
versions. The wind turbine blade is made of carbon fibre and
artificial AE events are generated by hitting the blade with a
metallic ball at known positions between the sensors. The ball
has a diameter of 9 mm and a mass of 3 g.
It is important for the experiments conducted that the AE
events are traced in order to specify the active zone or blade
(i.e., the damaged blade). This is useful so that more attention
can be given to that particular zone or blade. This can be done
by a zonal localization, where each blade is assigned to an AE
wireless unit and via a comparison between the maximum
amplitudes of AE signals received at the wireless units, the
active blade can be specified. To trace the active region
within a large structure of wind turbine blade (i.e., in twodimensional position), AE wireless units can be spaced apart
on the blade and AE sources can be assumed to be within a
region and less than halfway between the wireless units. In
this case, methods explained in [21] can be applied to trace
the AE source. In this paper, the zonal localization is used to
specify the active blade, and the results of this localization are
presented in Section 5. Constraint geometrical point location
technique is used to pinpoint precisely the AE source based
on the arrival time and the predetermined sound velocity (V).
Due to the small size of the 300 W wind turbine used in
this study, a combination of zonal and constraint geometrical
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Figure 1: Proposed configuration of acoustic wireless units and 2D model: 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the unknown coordinates of AE source, 𝑡𝑖 is the arrival
time of AE signal at AE sensor 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑑 is the distance between 𝑆3 and the AE source, and 𝑙1,3 and 𝑙1,2 are the approximated distances between 𝑆1
and 𝑆3 as well as 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 , respectively.

point localization is implemented as shown in Figure 1(a). To
apply this localization technique to the wind turbine blades,
a model of 2D localization needs first to be developed. To
achieve this, AE sensors are assumed to be configured as
shown in Figure 1(a). In this configuration, it is also assumed
that the AE sensors are located in a 2D plane and the AE
signals generated propagate in constrained paths along the
blades as denoted by dashed lines. In Figure 1(a), 𝐷1 and
𝐷2 represent the shortest paths which will be taken by the
AE signals in order to reach the AE sensors 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 ,
respectively.
Based on the configuration shown in Figure 1(a) and
abovementioned assumptions, a 2D model is derived as
shown in Figure 1(b) where the shortest paths 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 are
approximated by 𝐷̌ 1 and 𝐷̌ 2 , respectively. In this case, the
basic principle of constraint geometrical point localization,
explained in [22], is used to estimate the unknown coordinates of the AE source, 𝑥 and 𝑦, which are indicated by the
intersection of hyperbolas which are not shown in this figure.
The arrival time features of aliased AE signals are calculated
using the first threshold crossing. This method is applied
in conjunction with the extracted envelope to overcome the
ambiguity caused by utilizing low sampling rates. It also leads
to enhancing the detection accuracy of the arrival times of the
captured aliased AE versions.
A simple time synchronization procedure is applied to
overcome the drift in the clocks of the wireless units in which
the wireless units time-stamp the arrival of a start sample
command based on local times of the individual wireless
units, which is denoted by 𝑡𝑏𝑖 . These times are affected by

the drift in the individual clocks. Thus, to overcome such
a drift these timestamps are converted to a global time
according to the relation: global arrival time = (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑏𝑖 ),
where 𝑡𝑖 is the local arrival time of the detected AE signal
at each wireless unit and 𝑖 ∈ (1, 2, 3). A sequence of line-ofsight measurements has been conducted, as discussed above,
in order to test the robustness of this method, in which the
arrival times were calculated with and without using the
global arrival time relation.
By comparing the results obtained from both cases, it has
been found that using the above mentioned relation of global
arrival time reduces the time synchronization errors from
46.33 𝜇s to 1.55 𝜇s which represents an average improvement
of 96.65% according to the setting of the experiments conducted. The reason behind this enhancement is that the use of
the global time instead of the local time minimises the effect
of the drift in the clocks of the individual wireless units.
Such an improvement will have a positive impact on both
velocity and localization measurements. Based on detected
arrival times 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 of the detected AE signals, a calibration
method is used to measure the velocity of wave propagation
(V) using the relation: V = 𝐿/(𝑡2 − 𝑡1 ), where 𝐿 is the
known distance between the two AE sensors (i.e., wireless
units). Due to the short length of the blade used, only a
small number of measurements are conducted. However, to
show the robustness and repeatability of these measurements,
each one is repeated a number of times and the results are
discussed in Section 5.
The proposed approach is examined by conducting several experiments to locate AE sources produced at a known
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Figure 2: Wireless monitoring network installed on the top of a 300 W wind turbine.

location on blades by artificial AE events produced via hitting
the blades with a plastic stick which has a diameter and
length of 15 mm and 500 mm, respectively. The intention of
using such sound sources, instead of using pencil break test
with graphite lead, is to emulate impact damage or audible
cracks caused by different objects such as tools, bird strikes,
or strong hail. The results of these experiments are discussed
in Section 5. Next, the wireless SHM setup is discussed.

to 400 kHz with a size of Φ × 𝐿 = 18.6 × 20 mm. It is
characterised by a relatively small mass and low cost.
All of the sensing units communicate with a PC base
station via a radio-frequency interface and are programmed
in a TinyOS environment [24]. The PC base station includes
an MIB510 gateway board incorporating MICAz mote which
is used to forward the extracted features or the raw data to the
PC for monitoring and processing.

3. In Situ Wireless SHM System for
Wind Turbine Blades

3.2. In Situ Wireless SHM System Deployment. The wireless
prototype system is applied to a 300 W wind turbine which is
installed on the roof of the School of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering (EEE). This wind turbine has three blades made
of carbon with a diameter of 1.5 m. Each AE sensor takes
charge of one blade of the wind turbine structure and
records the AE events independently. Each unit is programed
with a unique identification to prevent data chaos in data
transmission.
Bringing together the entire component subsystems into
one system, which is integrated into the wind turbine unit
for in situ monitoring requires, ensures that the attachment
of sensing units to the wind turbine blades will last for a
long time. This is achieved by placing the wireless units
in waterproofed plastic secured by cable tidy-ties in the
wind turbine nose. This has the advantage that it makes the
radius of rotation of the wireless units very small, so that
the rotation of the wind turbine blades has no effect on the
data transmitted. This is because the path loss is inversely
proportional to the rotating radius of wireless units [25].
A diagram showing the attachment configuration is given
in Figure 3, where a portion of a protection tube of 18.7 mm
diameter and 24 mm in length is fixed by an Araldite adhesive

3.1. Components of Wireless Sensing Node. The development
of the in situ SHM system takes advantage of wireless
technology to form a monitoring network. This system is
comprised of MICAz motes equipped with the sensor board
(MTS310) which are used in developing the wireless system,
as shown in Figure 2. MICAz motes represent one of the lowcost current state-of-the-art sensor technologies that provide
capabilities to build wireless networks [23]. The MICAz is
2.4 GHz, IEEE/ZigBee 802.15.4 boards equipped with 4 KB of
RAM. At the centre of the mote is the processing core which
contains function modules for data collection, processing,
and communication control. The MPR2400 is based on the
Atmel ATmega128L and capable of running at speeds up to
7.3 MHz. This mote also supports a 10-bit analogue to digital
converter with 8 channels and 0–3 V input range.
The omnidirectional microphone sensor of the MTS310
board is replaced by a BNC connector for AE sensors, as
shown in Figure 2(b). The AE sensor is the BII-7070
from “Benthowave Instrument Inc.” (http://www.benthowave.com/) and operates at a usable frequency range of 0.1 Hz
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Figure 3: Wireless unit installation: (a) photograph of WSN node inside the nose, (b) photograph of acoustic emission sensors fixed on the
blades, and (c) diagram of acoustic emission sensors fixed on the blades.

to the blade. The AE sensor is positioned in the tube and
secured by a screw, and its cable is held by a cable holder
which is fastened to the blade using the Araldite adhesive.
The reason for this attachment is that it gives the system the
flexibility to allow changes to be made to the AE sensor at any
time and also minimises the noise generated compared to the
use of tabs [26]. The AE sensor is attached at an equal distance
of 300 mm, which is almost 30% along the length of the blade
from the root section. It has been found by both simulation
and experimental methods for the fact that this area is more
prone to damage [5].
The AE data captured from the rotating blades is sent
through wireless medium to the MIB510 serial gateway
which is attached to the wind turbine tower. This data can
then be transferred to the remote control unit via wired or
wireless communication, such as using Wi-Fi or any other
wireless techniques. The study of limitation of wireless signal
transmission which can be presented in real situations is out
of the scope of this paper, having been considered in future
work. In this application, the gateway forwards the collected

data to the PC base station in the lab through a serial cable
which is also used to provide power to the serial gateway.
The entire wind turbine unit was installed with the wireless SHM system on the School’s roof. The gateway is placed
in a waterproof case and attached next to the wind turbine
tower, as discussed above. This gateway is basically used for
sending a start sensing command and setting the threshold
value of the sensing process as well as switching between
the transmission modes discussed in the next section. These
commands are initiated by a control unit which is located in
the School’s lab as discussed below.
To make communication between the control unit and
the wireless sensing units easier and to control the wireless
monitoring system, a software package for this system was
designed. This package is run by a PC and it consists of an
operating package, a Java application, and MATLAB scripts
to provide a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI).
The former package is executed by the TinyOS operating
system installed on the MICAz hardware platform, and its
main function is to perform the operations of sensing and
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the transmission of AE data. The GUI is used to control and
interact with the developed wireless monitoring system.

4. Field Study
For field studies where continuous online monitoring obviously is required, the use of wireless sensing systems requires
approaches for decentralised data processing (i.e., on-board
the wireless units). In this case, important AE features can be
locally extracted from the raw data and only those features
to be sent to the collection point. Next, the strategies of
acquiring AE events and feature extraction algorithm for the
field study of this work are presented.
4.1. Synchronized Sensing and Transmission Operations. The
sensing of the AE events, in this application, differs slightly
from that explained in [20]. This process commences in all
wireless sensing units with the receipt of a start command,
indicated by “SC” in Figure 4. This command is broadcast by
the base station and forces the wireless units to enter into a
listening mode which makes them wait for AE events to occur
which are above a preset threshold value, indicated by “ED.”
Once the wireless units detect such events they start acquiring
AE signals at a sampling rate of almost 4.8 KHz for a sampling
period of 0.11 s.
After finishing the sensing operation, the sensing units
start to execute the sending operation based on the transmission mode as discussed below. As soon as they complete

the sending operations, they enter again into the listening
mode and a similar procedure is repeated in the same
sequence.
In the proposed wireless system, the transmission operation is an event-based process, in which wireless units will
not send any data unless an AE event is detected. Once the
AE event is detected, these units will transfer their data after
completing the sampling process according to the strategy
explained in [20]. Note that the waiting period for each
wireless unit is very small, due to the short time required
for the transmission process. This is in particular for the
transmission of acoustic vector properties (AVPs) which
incorporate features extracted from the aliased AE versions,
since this is the default transmission option as explained
below. Thus, data loss will be rare and there will be no need
to compensate for the data that is not captured during the
waiting period of each sensor unit.
Moreover, depending on the transmission mode, the
wireless units will send either raw data or the AVPs to the
control unit. The default setting of this mode is set to AVP
mode. In this case, the wireless units process the raw data
in order to extract AE features from the aliased versions;
and only those in the form of AVPs, instead of the aliased
versions, will be sent to the remote control unit. For cases
where the transmission mode is set to raw data, the wireless
units will follow the same sending strategy explained in [20].
Irrespective of transmission mode, data are collected from
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various wireless units and aggregated into the control unit for
further analysis.
4.2. Signal Processing and AE Feature Extraction Algorithms.
The wireless system developed here is based on the use
of MICAz platforms, which have limited power resources
and low processing capabilities. Therefore, relatively simple
signal processing algorithms need to be considered for onboard AE feature extraction. In addition, for better analysis
and localization results, content-based features should be
extracted from the envelope of the received AE aliased
versions rather than from the amplitude values of the time
domain signal. This is because envelopes optimise the signal
shape and minimise the ambiguity in the signal caused by
lowering the sampling rate [14]. The envelope of the aliased
AE signal is extracted on-board as explained in [15], where
relatively simple and not computationally complex algorithm
is used.
Figure 5 shows an example of an aliased AE version with
the envelope extracted using a one-pole filter. The aliased
version was captured using the developed in situ SHM system.
As it is known AE waves are abnormal and transient
activities, which are affected by the characteristics of the
induced stress field. These waves can be converted into a
number of useful AE parameters or features, as shown in
Figure 6, which can then be used to identify these events.
Some of these parameters are as follows [27]:
(i) Amplitude, 𝐴, is the maximum amplitude which is
usually measured in decibels (dB).
(ii) Rise time, 𝑅, is the time interval between the first
threshold crossing and the time when the AE signal
reaches its amplitude.

0

100

200
300
Samples (index)

400

500

AE signal
Envelope

Figure 6: Key features of an aliased AE signal.

(iii) Duration, 𝐷, represents the time difference between
the first and the last crossings of the threshold value.
(iv) Counts, 𝑁, refer to the number of times the signal
crosses the threshold value.
(v) Power, 𝑃, is the area under the curve or the summation of the squared sample values.
(vi) Arrival time, 𝑇, is the time of the first threshold
crossing.
(vii) Root mean square, RMS, is a statistical average
parameter used for comparatively long transients.
One of the advantages of the utilization of low sampling rates
is that the original shape can be conserved, which helps in
maintaining the most salient information or features of the
original AE signals without requiring to reconstruct them.
This means that the most relevant AE event parameters,
discussed above, will be retained if the aliased versions of
acoustic signals are used. Fortunately, most of them are timedomain features. However, not all of the common AE features
can be extracted from these versions. For example, counts
are one of the exceptional AE features due to the reason
that this feature represents the number of threshold crossings
along the timespan between the initial and the last crossings
of the threshold value. These in-between crossings are in
most cases unavailable when envelopes are utilised in the
extraction process. On the other hand, the duration feature
which represents the timespan between these two points is
still valid in this domain, since the threshold crossings occur
at these points.
Other AE features, including peak value, arrival time,
mean value, and power value, are extracted from the envelopes of the aliased AE signals. These features have the
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Table 1: Line-of-sight results of AE events localization based on AVPs.
𝐿 (cm)

𝑑 (cm)

Average of estimated 𝑑
(cm) from 6 readings

STD of 𝑑

Error (%)

1
2
3

82

35
20
15

35.52
19.65
13.47

0.69
1.23
0.36

1.49
1.75
10.20

4
5
6

88

40
30
21

40.03
31.52
22.30

0.57
1.03
1.55

0.08
5.07
6.19

Exp. #

advantage that they can be computed while the sensing
process is in progress without the need to have acquired the
whole signal first. The extracted features transferred to the
control unit where they are characterised and used to localize
the AE events, as discussed in the next section.

5. Results and Discussion
To evaluate the new concept for the sensing technique
proposed in [14] for field test studies, wireless localization
measurements were conducted using the in situ wireless
SHM system discussed in Section 3. In these measurements,
locations of AE sources were estimated based on the use
of features locally extracted from aliased AE signals. The
following subsections discuss the functionality of this system
in terms of the localization of AE events on the wind turbine
blades caused by artificial AE sources via hitting the blades
with the same plastic stick discussed in Section 2. Such an AE
source could emulate impact damage or audible cracks caused
by different objects, such as tools, bird strikes, or strong hail,
all of which represent abrupt AE events.
5.1. Line-of-Sight Localization of Events. Different artificial
AE events were generated at known positions and localized
using line-of-sight localization on a single wind turbine blade.
The results show the potential of the AE source localization
at low sampling rates based on the arrival time feature. The
relation 𝑑 = 0.5 ⋅ (𝐿 − V ⋅ Δ𝑡21 ) is used to localize the AE
source, where 𝑑 is the distance from first hit AE sensor, V is the
velocity measured, and Δ𝑡21 is the difference in arrival times
between AE sensors. The results gained from six experiments
are summarised in Table 1.
From the results shown in Table 1, the actual and estimated results are closely matched giving an overall error of
4.13% based on the measurement setting. This percentage
error was calculated according to
Error % =

|measured value − actual value|
⋅ 100%.
actual value

(1)

As seen in Table 1, the rate of estimated error decreases as the
distance 𝑑 increases. This is because the use of low sampling
rates led to decreasing spatial resolution, which in contrast
increases the error in the detection of arrival times of the
signals as 𝑑 becomes smaller. In addition and based on these

measurements, there is no effect of sampling speed of data
acquisition on the precision of the AE localization.
5.2. Active Blade Identification. Active (damaged) blade identification has a significant importance in the application in
SHM of offshore wind turbine blades. This is because it
can restrict the inspection process to that particular blade,
which saves cost and time. Figure 7 shows the AE aliased
signals received as a consequence of hitting the three blades
individually while they were static. Each reading consists
of 500 samples and all of them are initiated by a simple
threshold crossing condition (100 mv), which was chosen
experimentally to be above noise level. Figure 7(a) illustrates
the results of hitting blade number one. It is clear that a strong
AE event was occurring at this blade, which needs to be taken
into account in event detection and localization as discussed
next. The other two plots show the results of the propagation
of this event to blades two and three.
In contrast Figures 7(b) and 7(c) depict the consequence
of hitting blades two and three, respectively. In both cases, the
strongest aliased AE signal can be used to specify which blade
was subject to the hit, whereas weak signals were obtained
in each case as a result of the propagation of both strongest
aliased AE signals to the other blades. In addition, it can
be observed in Figure 7(a) that there is a slight difference
between the waveforms shown in this figure and those in
Figures 7(b) and 7(c) in which the first shows that there is
a minor hit result following the main hit result.
These aliased signals shown in Figure 7 also demonstrate
that applying uniform sampling rates lower than Nyquist
requirements in the acquisition process can still preserve the
shape or contents of the AE signals. The shape and common
AE features of these aliased versions are correlated with the
AE signals captured at high sampling rates [27]. This is a very
important criterion in the extraction of AE features in SHM
applications, which is not satisfied in techniques previously
applied where a set of random projected samples was used
[28].
The determination of the active blade can also be achieved
based on the AVPs received, as depicted in Figure 8 which
summarises the results illustrated in Figure 7. For each test,
the maximum peak values indicate the active blade which
was hit. This means that, from Figure 8, and based on the
peak values, the first test shows that the AE event occurred on
blade number one, whereas they occurred on blades two and
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Figure 7: Aliased AE signals received from the wireless units as a consequence of hitting the three blades individually: (a) one, (b) two, and
(c) three.

three in the second and third tests, respectively. The results
gained here can be combined with those of the constraint
geometrical point location technique to provide more precise
source localization results for large scale wind turbine blades,
as discussed next.
5.3. Constraint Geometrical Point Localization of AE Events.
Due to the symmetry of the sensor configuration in
Figure 1(a), the distance 𝑥 is known and equals 𝑙1,2 /2 and the
arrival times at 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 are equal, which means that Δ𝑡21 =
0. Thus, any two sensors located on the propagation path
are sufficient to estimate the distance 𝑑 and consequently the
coordinate 𝑦. In addition, once the active blade is specified

based on zonal location, as explained in Section 2, then the
proposed model in Figure 1(b) can be adjusted accordingly.
The proposed approach is examined by conducting wireless experiments to locate AE sources produced at known
locations on blades by artificial AE events. For this purpose,
the locations of AE sensors were changed to 50 cm instead
of 30 cm on each blade, in order to provide more scope for
changing the value of 𝑑. In these measurements, a calibration
method as discussed in Section 2 is used to measure the velocity of wave propagation from the measured time difference
between the different AE sensors on the blades, and it is found
to be around 2 × 104 m/s on average. It is worth mentioning
that as the distance between the two AE sensors decreases the
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Table 2: Estimation results of constraint geometrical point localization.
𝑙1,2 , 𝑙1,3 (cm)

Exp. #
1
2
3
4
5
6

92

𝐿 (cm)

𝑑 (cm)

Average of estimated 𝑑
(cm) from 6 readings

STD of 𝑑

Error (%)

103

15
20
25
30
35
40

17.58
21.70
23.19
31.90
36.60
41.61

0.55
1.68
0.39
1.50
0.91
0.74

17.20
8.50
7.24
6.33
4.57
4.02

wind turbine blades. These results show also that the sampling
speed of data acquisition does not harm the precision of the
AE localization. Such results, though for a small wind turbine
system, show significant potential to be extended to largescale offshore wind turbine blades.

600

500

Peak value (mV)

400

6. Conclusions

300

200

100

0

1st test

2nd test

3rd test

1st blade
2nd blade
3rd blade

Figure 8: Active blade identification based on peak value features
of AE events shown in Figure 7.

measured velocity becomes inaccurate. The reason behind
this is that the velocity measurement will be dominated by the
small distance between the two sensors which is dominated
by the complex structure of the wind turbine at hub, whereas
as this distance increases, it will be dominated by the simple
one-dimensional structures of the blades.
The localization results obtained are summarised in
Table 2. From these results, the actual and the estimated
results are closely matched. They give an overall error of
7.98%, which shows the feasibility of the proposed model
for AE source localization at sampling rates much lower
than the Nyquist rate for the specific wind turbine structure.
The percentage error was calculated according to (1). It is
noticeable that the percentage error also increases with a
decrease in 𝑑. This is because as the 𝑑 decreases the difference
in arrival times of signals at AE sensors decreases as well;
therefore, estimation errors increase. In addition, the results
obtained here show a systematic error within 2 cm which
is most likely due to the gap between the AE sensors and

In this paper, the implementation of an in situ SHM system for
wind turbine blades was introduced and described based on
the integration of the AE technique and wireless technology.
The developed system was integrated onto a 300 W wind
turbine installed on the roof of Newcastle University. This
system was used to evaluate a promising low sampling sound
localization technique proposed in previous work. This was
achieved by utilizing the content-based features extracted
from the aliased AE signals on-board the wireless units to
locate AE sources which emulated impact damage.
In addition, a localization model for constraint geometrical point localization technique was developed and
applied to the three wind turbine blades. Wireless localization
measurements were carried out to assess the localization
capabilities of the proposed model on the wind turbine
blades. The results show the feasibility of this model for AE
source localization at sampling rates much lower than the
Nyquist rate in this specific wind turbine structure.
Such conclusions are important for the further design and
development of wireless SHM systems and their application
in developing continuous in situ offshore large scale wind
turbine blades condition monitoring systems. Further studies
of this work will consider AE features with low sampling rate
that can be used for the damage identification.
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